In the Constrained-degree percolation model on a graph (V, E) there are a sequence, (U e ) e∈E , of i.i.d. random variables with distribution U [0, 1] and a positive integer k. Each bond e tries to open at time U e , it succeeds if both its end-vertices would have degrees at most k − 1. We prove a phase transition theorem for this model on the square lattice L 2 , as well as on the d-ary regular tree. We also prove that on the square lattice the infinite cluster is unique in the supercritical phase.
Introduction and main results
Let G = (V, E) be an infinite, connected and bounded degree graph, that is, sup v∈V deg(v) < +∞ where deg(v) = #{u ∈ V; v, u ∈ E}. Let (k v ) v∈V be a sequence of integers such that k v deg(v), ∀v and (U e ) e∈E be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with uniform distribution in [0,1]. Define a continuous-time percolation model where at time t = 0 all edges are closed and each edge e = v 1 , v 2 opens at time U e if #{u ∈ V; v i , u is open at time U e } < k v i , i = 1, 2. That is, at the random time U e the bond e tries to open but it succeeds if both its endpoints belong to an open cluster where each vertex v has maximum degree k v . This model was introduced in [19] and it is a simplified version of the router model created by I. Benjamini [4] .
Variations of constrained percolation models have been studied and have relations with some statistical physics models on lattices, like the dimer model. Other types of constrained percolation models on the square lattice, where only specific configurations are allowed on the vertices, are studied in [12] and [15] . Like in the model treated here, the papers [10] and [11] also consider constrained percolation models with restrictions on the degree of each vertex, in the former the Erdös-Rényi random graph G n,p is studied under the conditioned on the event that all vertex degrees belong to some subset, S, of the nonnegative integers; in the last paper the so-called 1-2 Model is studied, a statistical mechanics model on the hexagonal lattice where the degree of each vertex must be 1 or 2.
For a more formal description of the Constrained-degree percolation model, let ([0, 1] E , F, P ) be the probability space where F is the σ-algebra generated by cylinder sets of [0, 1] E and P is the product of Lebesgue measures in [0, 1] . Given a sequence κ = (k v ) of degree restrictions and uniform random times U = (U e ), we will denote by ω G,κ t (U ) the temporalconfiguration of open (or 1) and closed (or 0) bonds in {0, 1} E at time t; the status of the bond e = u 1 , u 2 in this configuration is denoted by ω G,κ t,e (U ). Observe that the random variable ω G,κ t,e (U ) is the product of the indicator functions of the events:
Using the Harris construction it is straightforward to show that this model is well-defined for all t ∈ [0, 1].
As usual in percolation, given a temporal-configuration ω G,κ t (U ), the notation 0 ↔ ∞ in ω G,κ t (U ) means that there are infinitely many vertices connected to origin by paths of open edges at time t. We commit some abuse of notation denoting {U ∈ [0, 1] E ; 0 ↔ ∞ in ω G,κ t (U )} by {0 ↔ ∞ at t}. We define the probability of percolation function, θ G,κ (t) : [0, 1] → [0, 1] as θ G,κ (t) = P {0 ↔ ∞ at t} and the critical time t c (G, κ) = sup{t ∈ [0, 1]; θ G,κ (t) = 0}.
From now on, when clear from the context we will drop the superindices G and κ in the notation.
Let the graph G be the square lattice L 2 and consider the degree restriction k v = 3, ∀v ∈ Z 2 . The theorem below characterizes a phase transition for the Constrained-degree percolation model on this graph. Theorem 1. For the Constrained-degree percolation model on the square lattice, it holds that 1 2 < t c (L 2 , (3)) < 1. Part of the proof of Theorem 1 is inspired by [19] , where a weaker version of this theorem was obtained. It was shown that there is percolation at time t = 1, P a.s.
The proposition below shows that there is no percolation when k v = 2, ∀v ∈ Z d , thus the degree's restriction k v = 3 is optimal in Theorem 1.
Proposition 1. For the Constrained-degree percolation model on the hyper-
Proof. It is enough to consider the time t = 1. Let B n = {v ∈ Z d ; v 1 n} be the ball of radius n centered in 0 and ∂B n = {v ∈ Z d ; v 1 = n}. Define the stochastic processes (X n ) n , where X n = #{v ∈ ∂B n ; 0 ↔ v at t = 1}, and the filtration (
X n . That is, (X n , F n ) is a non-negative supermartingale, as X n is an integer number it follows that X n → 0 a.s.. This concludes that θ L d , (2) (1) = 0
It is natural to ask if t c (L d , (k)) < 1 for some k = k(d) < 2d. We haven't any answer for this question. One interesting feature of this model is that there is no obvious monotonicity for the function θ L d ,k (t) in d.
The proof of Theorem 1 is done in Section 2. In Section 3, we prove the uniqueness of the infinite cluster in the supercritical phase. In Section 4, we consider the Constrained-degree percolation model on regular trees. [9] or [6] ), we know that the critical time is 1 2 . The idea is to define an intermediate model that is an essential diminishment of the unrestricted model (in the sense of [1] and [3] ). More precisely we define the essential diminishment on a regular sublattice of L 2 as described in Example B from page 66 of [9] . These configurations will be denoted bŷ ω t,e and this intermediate model can be coupled (using the same uniform random variables (U e )) with the Constrained-degree percolation model, in such a way thatω t,e ω t,e for all t ∈ [0, 1] and e ∈ E(L 2 ).
Define the box Λ = {(x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ Z 2 ; x 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3 and x 2 = 0, 1, 2} and for each (m, n) ∈ Z 2 , define Λ m,n = (4m, 3n) + Λ. Let E(Λ m,n ) be the set of bonds in E(L 2 ) with both endpoints in Λ m,n and define g m,n := (4m + 1, 3n + 1), (4m + 2, 3n + 1) , 
Observe that the configurationω t,e is an essential diminishment of the configurationω t,e for the unrestricted percolation model, they coincide except on the edges g m,n when the event C m,n occurs andω t,gm,n = 1. Then, by results of [1] or [3] , the strict inequality 1 2 <t c (L 2 , (3)) for the intermediatemodel time threshold holds. By construction of ω t,e andω t,e , it follows that ω t,e ω t,e for all t ∈ [0, 1] and e ∈ E(L 2 ). Thus, we can obtain the lower bound 1 2 < t c (L 2 , (3)).
The upper bound
The proof is based on a Peierls argument. Let (L 2 ) * := L 2 + ( 1 2 , 1 2 ) be the dual lattice of L 2 , for each bond e ∈ E(L 2 ) we define its dual e * as the unique bond of E((L 2 ) * ) that crosses e. Given a temporal-configuration ω t on L 2 (here we are omitting indices) we define the induced dual temporalconfiguration ω * t on (L 2 ) * declaring each bond as open if and only if its dual is open, that is, ω * t,e * = ω t,e . A contour on (L 2 ) * is a finite path x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x l such that x i , x i+1 ∈ E((L 2 ) * ), ∀i = 0, . . . , l − 1, x 0 = x l and x i = x j if |i − j| < l. The proof is based on the topological fact that in L 2 some cluster of open edges is finite if and only if it is surrounded by a contour of closed edges in (L 2 ) * (see [16] for a formal proof of this fact).
Given a contour γ = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x l we denote by n(γ) its number of bonds (that is, n(γ) = l), by r(γ) its number of sides and by m(γ) its number of sides with length one, that is,
Define Γ n,r,m as the set of all contours surrounding the origin with n bonds, r sides and m sides with length one and define Γ := ∪ n,r,m Γ n,r,m and Γ n := ∪ r,m Γ n,r,m .
Let C n,r,m (t) := ∪ γ∈Γn,r,m (γ is closed in ω * t ) be the event that there is a closed circuit in Γ n,r,m , surrounding the origin at time t. Analogously, we define C n (t) := ∪ γ∈Γn (γ is closed in ω * t ). By Borel-Cantelli's Lemma, it is enough to prove that there exists t < 1 such that
The convergence of the series in 1 is based on the two lemmas below whose proofs are given in the next section. Lemma 1. For fixed n, r, m ∈ N, there exists a function : (0, 1) → (0, +∞) with lim t→1 (t) = 0, such that, for all contours γ ∈ Γ n,r,m , it holds that
with p = ( 439 18144 ) Lemma 2. For any n, r, m ∈ N,
Dropping the variable t in the notation, we can write the sum in (1) as The first term in the right-hand side counts over the set of circuits with all sides have length one, the second term counts over the set of rectangular circuits and in the third term we are using that n 2r − m. By Lemmas 1 and 2, it holds that
for some t < 1, since lim t→1 (t) = 0. Thus, to conclude the proof of Theorem 1, it is enough to show, for some t < 1, the convergence of
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 again, we can bound
. Doing the change of variables s = r − m and k = n − m, we have that
. The next proposition controls the inner summation in the r.h.s. of (2).
Proposition 2.
For all k 2, the function
we have that f (s + 1) f (s) if and only if g(s) 0. Note that the quadratic function (4α + 1)s 2 + [(4α + 1)k − (2α + 1)]s + αk(k − 1) has roots
and
By Proposition 2 we can bound
Using Stirling's approximation we can find some constant c such that
where β = lim k→∞
. For the right-hand side in Equation 5 , it holds that
Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that,
where
By Inequalities 4 and 6, we have
In the equality above we are using the identity
and in the last inequality we are using the bound
Thus, S(t) < ∞, for some t < 1, given that lim t→1˜ 1−δ(t) = 0, finishing the proof of Theorem 1 Figure 1 : The sets A 1 , A 2 and A 3
Proof of Lemmas

Proof of Lemma 1
Initially, we observe that at time t = 1 there doesn't exist any closed bond x, y ∈ E, with deg(x, ω) 2 and deg(y, ω) 2. This situation can occur at t < 1 and we would like to show that this occurs with vanishing probability when t goes to one. For this purpose define the following sets of triplets of bonds in E * (see Figure 1 ):
Thus, it is necessary to take these triplets into account in the estimations for t < 1.
For all of these three sets, we define the central bond
Consider the set A = {f (A i ); f : Z 2 → Z 2 isometry and i = 1, 2, 3}, one element of A is called an anomaly and given an anomaly f (A i ), we define its center as the edge f (c(A i )) ∈ E * . Given a contour γ = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x l in (L 2 ) * , let E(γ) be the set of bonds of γ, an edge e * ∈ E(γ) is called anomalous if there exists some A ∈ A such that e * ∈ A and A ⊂ E(γ). Let A(γ) and U (γ) be the set of anomalous and unitary bonds, respectively. That is
Proof. It is enough to exhibit an injective function F :
Let us consider the first case, the second one is analogous.
Define integers l (e * ) and l (e * ) as
Observe that l (e * ), l (e * ) 3. Thus, for e * ∈ U (γ) ∩ A(γ) c , we define F (e * ) as:
The function F above is the desired injective function.
Observe that Proposition 3 does not hold for rectangular circuits with sides with length one (r(γ) = 4 and m(γ) = 2). Thus, from now on we will deal only with circuits γ where r(γ) > 4 or m(γ) = 2, then Proposition 3 can be used. The case r(γ) = 4 and m(γ) = 2 is postponed to the end of this subsection.
We define B(γ) and C(γ) as the following subsets of E(γ):
Indeed, we will prove the stronger bound:
By Proposition 3, #A m and observing that #B n − 2r + m, #C 2r − 2m (because the definitions of B and C exclude the anomalous bonds) and ( 2 3 + ) (p + ) , the statement of Lemma 1 follows from Inequality 7.
To prove the inequality 7, we consider each bond e * ∈ E(γ) and bound its probability to be closed at time t depending if e * belongs to A(γ), B(γ) or C(γ).
If e * ∈ A(γ), choose one of the possible anomalies that contains e * and define c(e * ) as the dual bond of its center. By definition of anomaly U (c(e * )) > t and
Then,
.
Let X(e * ) ∈ E be the set {c(e * )}, ∀e * ∈ A(γ). Given e * ∈ B(γ) ∪ C(γ) we define the set of bonds X(e * ) ⊂ E. Let us suppose that x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x l is the side of γ that contains e * and let x −1 and x l+1 the vertices adjacent, in γ, to x 0 and x l , respectively. Then,
For any e * = x i , x i + e 1 ∈ B(γ) a horizontal bond, we define the set X(e * ) as: Analogously, if e * = x i , x i + e 2 ∈ B(γ) is a vertical bond, the set X(e * ) ⊂ E is defined as: 
Observe that
yielding the bound
and it holds that X(e * ) ∩ X(f * ) = ∅, ∀e * = f * ∈ A(γ) ∪ B(γ).
Finally we consider the case e * = x i , x i + e j ∈ C(γ), there are only four different cases depending if i = 0 or l − 1 , and j = 1 or 2 (horizontal or vertical). Thus, for e * = x i , x i + e j ∈ C(γ), we define X(e * ) as:
With these definitions, observe that
We are interested in estimating the probability
unfortunately X(e * ) ∩ X(f * ) = ∅ for some e * , f * ∈ C(γ), thus we need a finer analysis. For any e * ∈ C(γ), the unique bond in X(e * ) (see Equation 9 ) parallel to e is called frontal, the other one or two bonds in X(e * ) parallel to e * are called lateral.
First, let us consider the case where X(e * ) and X(f * ) share the same frontal bond, without loss of generality, suppose that e * is a vertical bond, f * = e * + (2, 0) and X(e * ), X(f * ) share the frontal bond e + (1, 0), the other situations are analogous. For this case there are four different possibilities for the pair of sets (X(e * ), X(f * )) depending on whether e * and f * are the lowest or the highest bond of their sides. In the worst possibility (greatest upper bound for P (e * , f * are closed in ω * t )), we have X(e * ) = {e+(1, 0), e * + ( 1 2 , − 1 2 )} and X(f * ) = {e+(1, 0), e * +( 3 2 , − 1 2 )} (see Figure 4 ), then P (U (e) > min g∈X(e * ) U (g), U (f ) > min g∈X(f * ) U (g)) = 2 15 , yielding the bound
Now consider the case where X(e * ) and X(f * ) share the same lateral bond. In this situation, there exist four bonds e * , f * , g * , h * ∈ C(γ), such that their sets X(·) have some intersections. Apart from rotations (without loss f * e * Figure 2 : The black edges belong to the circuit γ and the gray edges correspond to the bonds e, f, X(e * ) and X(f * ).
of generality suppose e * a vertical bond), there are two possible situations. In the first case, let us call it case I, we have that f * = e * + (1, −1), g * = e + ( 3 2 , − 1 2 ) and h * = e + (− 1 2 , − 1 2 ), thus
, e + (0, −1), e + (−1, −1))}. In the second case, case II, we have that f * = e * + (1, 1), g * = e + ( 3 2 , 1 2 ) and h * = e + (− 1 2 , 1 2 ), thus X(e * ) = {e + (1, 0), e * + ( 1 2 , − 1 2 )e * + ( 1 2 , 1 2 )}, X(f * ) = {e + (0, 1), e * + ( 1 2 , 1 2 )}, X(g * ) = {e * + ( 3 2 , − 1 2 ), e + (1, 0)} X(h * ) = {e * + (− 1 2 , 3 2 ), e + (0, 1), e + (−1, 1)}. Finally, when there exist two different bonds e * , g * ∈ C(γ) with X(e * ) and X(g * ) sharing a edge frontal for e * and lateral for g * occurs exactly (apart rotations, without loss of generality we are supposing that e * is a vertical bond) the two cases I and II described above.
In both cases we are interested in estimating the probability of the event i∈{e,f,g,h}
We observe that it is possible to find some i * ∈ C(γ)/{e * , f * , g * , h * } such that X(i * ) ∩ ∪ j∈{e,f,g,h} X(j * ) = ∅. More precisely the frontal bonds in X(g * ) and X(h * ) could be the frontal bond of X(i * ) for some i * ∈ C(γ)/{e * , f * , g * , h * }. To hold some independence we bound the probability of 13 deleting the frontal bonds of X(g * ) and X(h * ), that is, consider the Figure 3 : The black bonds belong to the circuit γ and the gray bonds correspond to the bonds e, f, g, h, X(e * ), X(f * ), X(g * ) and X(h * ). The dotted bonds are the deleted frontal bonds in X(g * ) and X(h * ).
whereX(i * ) is the set of lateral bonds in X(i * ). The probabilities for the event R e * ,f * ,g * ,h * are 439 18144 and 289 12096 (these numbers can be calculated by hand with some effort, listing the favorable cases among the 9! permutations involved) for the cases I and II, respectively. Then regardless of case I or II, it holds that P (e * , f * , g * , h * are closed in ω * t ) P (∪ j∈{e,f,g,h} (U (j) > t))
where p = ( 439 18144 ) 1 4 . By Inequalities 10, 12 and 14, it holds that
Remembering that X(e * ) ∩ X(f * ) = ∅, ∀e * ∈ C(γ), f * ∈ A(γ) ∪ B(γ), by Inequalities 11 and 15, it holds that Figure 4 : The black edges belong to the circuit γ and the gray edges correspond to the bonds e and X(e * ). If e * is closed then U (e) > max f ∈X(e * ) U (f ). Therefore P (e * is closed) 1 2 + (1 − t) .
The case where the circuit γ is in such a way r(γ) = 4 and m(γ) = 2, we have that #B(γ) = n(γ) − 6 and by definition of X(e * ) for e * ∈ B(γ) (see Equation (8)), it holds that #X(e * ) = 1, then P (e * is closed in ω * t )
This finishes the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 2
Given any finite path γ = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n , let x * (γ) be the lowest vertex in γ in the lexicographical order, then #{x * (γ); γ ∈ Γ n,r,m } n 2 4 . To start a path γ from x * (γ), we have r m options to choose which sides will have length one, the number of options to choose the lengths of the other sides is n−r−1 r−m−1 (the number of integer solutions of s 1 + · · · + s r−m = n − m, s i 2, ∀i) and after each side there are at most 2 options for the direction of the next one. Note that we are counting paths that are not circuits as well as paths with self-intersections.
Uniqueness of the infinite cluster in the supercritical phase
The study of the number of infinite clusters in percolation theory was initiated by Harris [14] , he showed that, in the supercritical phase, the Bernoulli percolation model on L 2 has only one infinite cluster. In 1981, Newman and Schulman [18] defined the concept of the finite-energy condition for a percolation process and showed that under this condition the number of infinite clusters is, almost surely, 0, 1 or ∞. In 1987, Aizenman, Kesten and Newman [2] excluded the possibility that there are ∞ infinite clusters; Burton and Keane gave a very elegant proof of this fact in the paper [7] , they also use the finite-energy property. Finally, in 1992, Gandolfi, Keane and Newman [8] generalized the result of Burton and Keane for processes that have finite positive energy, today this property is called insertion tolerance (see [5] or Chapter 7 of [17] ). For more about uniqueness and non-uniqueness of infinite clusters in percolation theory see the survey [13] .
The Constrained-degree percolation model doesn't have the insertion tolerance property, nevertheless we can prove the uniqueness of the infinite cluster in the supercritical phase in some situations, as in the following theorem: Proof. Let N t be the number of infinite clusters in the temporal-configuration ω t , as the measure P is translation-invariant and ergodic and the random variable N t is also translation invariant, it holds that, P -a.s., N t is constant. The proof of Theorem 2 is done in two steps; in the first step we exclude the case N t = m, m 2, in the second one we exclude the case N t = ∞. We will use the ideas of Newman and Schulman [18] , but note that the distribution of ω t hasn't the finite-energy property.
Proof of Proposition 4. Suppose that there exists 2 m < ∞ such that
For any n ∈ N and l = n − 1, n, n + 1, let B n be the box [−n, n] 2 and define the following set of bonds:
B n,l := { x, y ; x ∈ ∂B n , y ∈ ∂B l }, I n := {e ∈ B n,n ; e ∩ {(n, n), (−n, n), (n, −n), (−n, −n)} = ∅} and E n := {e ∈ B n,n+1 ; e ∩ {(n, n), (−n, n), (n, −n), (−n, −n)} = ∅}.
Define the following set of random times:
At this point Newman and Schulman use the finite-energy property to open edges inside the box B n , merging all infinite clusters and obtaining a contradiction. As mentioned before, our model has not the finite-energy property and we overcome this by choosing a special subset of A t n , that has positive probability and forcing all edges of ∂B n to be open, merging all infinite clusters and keeping the probability of occurrence positive.
For this purpose, we define other sets of random times:
; ω t,e (U ) = 1 ∀e ∈ I n } and for δ ∈ (0, 1)
Observe that P (B t n ) > α(t) for all n, where α(t) is a positive constant that depends only on t. By Equation (16), there exists n large enough such that P (A t n ) > 1 − α(t), then it holds that
Given a set of bonds A ⊂ B n,n+1 , define H t n,A := {U ∈ [0, 1] E ; ω t,e (U ) = 1, ∀e ∈ A and ω t,e (U ) = 0, ∀e ∈ B n,n+1 /A}. 
For simplicity we write D t n,A := A t n ∩ B t n ∩ H t n,A . Since lim δ→0 + P (C δ,n ) = 1, by Equation (19), there is δ < t small enough such that P (C δ,n ∩ D t n,A ) > 0.
If e ∈ B n,n+1 /E n where e = x, x + u and x ∈ B n , we define e o = x, x − u as the opposite edge of e (see Figure 5 ); for A ⊂ B n,n+1 /E n we denote the sets of bonds A o = {e o : e ∈ A} and A f = (B n,n+1 /A) o ∪ B n,n . Define the following set of random times on E(B n ):
Given F ⊂ E (finite or not) denote by Π F the canonical projection from [0, 1] E onto [0, 1] F . Note that E n,δ,A can be considered a cylinder event, then, by Equation (20), we have that For simplicity let us denote F n,δ,A = E n,δ,A × Π E(Bn) c (C t n,A ∩ D δ,n ). The proof of this proposition is concluded if we show that, for each random time U ∈ F n,δ,A , it holds that ω t (U ) has an unique infinite cluster. Observe that by definition of E n,δ,A , it holds that
Thus, it is enough to show that given such U ∈ F n,δ,A , for allŨ ∈ C t n,A ∩ D δ,n withŨ e = U e , ∀e ∈ E(B n ) c , it holds that
Given a, b ∈ [0, 1] and U ∈ [0, 1] E , define the set G a,b (U ) := {e ∈ E; a < U e b}.
For t ∈ [0, 1] fixed, if e ∈ G t,1 (U ) ∩ E(B n ) c , it holds that ω t (U, e) = 0 = ω t (Ũ , e), yielding Equation (23).
Observe that by hypothesis (16) t > 1/2, then it is enough to prove Equation (23) for e
Recalling that all connected components of G 0,1/2 (U ) are finite, for every e ∈ G 0,1/2 (U ) ∩ E(B n ) c , let {e 1 , . . . , e m } be its connected component in the random graph G 0,1/2 (U ) ordered in such way that U (e 1 ) < U (e 2 ) < · · · < U (e m ).
We will use induction to verify that Equation (23) is true for all bonds in {e 1 , . . . , e m }.
Let us consider the initial bond. If e 1 / ∈ B n,n+1 , it holds that {f ∈ E; f ∼ e 1 } ⊂ E(B n ) c (from now on f ∼ e means that the bonds e and f share a common end-vertex), thenŨ (f ) = U (f ) and U (f ) > U (e 1 ) implying that ω t,e 1 (U ) = ω t,e 1 (Ũ ) = 1.
If e 1 ∈ B n,n+1 , we consider two cases. The first case is when e 1 / ∈ A (the set A in the definitions of H t n,A ); for allŨ ∈ H t n,A , it holds that ω t,e 1 (Ũ ) = 0; let x 1 be the end-vertex of e 1 that belongs to B n , if x 1 ∈ f and f = e 1 , by Equation 22 , ω t,f (U, ) = 1 thus ω t,e 1 (U ) = 0, concluding this case. The second case is e 1 ∈ A; for allŨ ∈ H t n,A , it holds that ω t,e 1 (Ũ ) = 1; let y 1 be the end-vertex of e 1 that belongs to B n+1 , then we have that deg (y 1 , ω s (U )) = 0, ∀s < U (e 1 ),
Therefore, by Equations 24 and 25, ω t,e 1 (U ) = 1. This proves the first step of the induction. Suppose now that Equation (23) is satisfied for all bonds in {e 1 , . . . , e i }, and assume that e i+1 ∈ B n,n+1 , we consider two cases as we did for e 1 . If e i+1 / ∈ A, we proceed like in the case
For allŨ ∈ H t n,A , it holds that e i+1 is open in ω t (Ũ ), then there exists a bond f with y i+1 ∈ f such that ω t,f (Ũ ) = 0. If f ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i }, by induction hypothesis, ω t,f (U ) = ω t,f (Ũ ) = 0; if f / ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i }, we have that U (f ) > U (e i+1 ); anyway it holds that deg(y i+1 , ω s (U )) 2, ∀s < U (e i+1 ).
Then, by Equations (26) and (27), ω t,e i+1 (U ) = ω t,e i+1 (Ũ ) = 1. Now assume that e i+1 / ∈ B n,n+1 . Consider the edges {f ∈ E; f ∼ e i+1 } ⊂ E(B n ) c . If U (f ) < U (e i+1 ), then f ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i }, and Equation (23) holds for f . If U (f ) > U (e i+1 ), then ω s,f (U ) = ω s,f (Ũ ) = 0 for s < U (e i+1 ). We conclude that for any endvertex of e i+1 , say x, we must have
therefore ω t,e i+1 (U ) = ω t,e i+1 (Ũ ).
This proves Equation (23) for all e ∈ G 0,1/2 (U ) ∩ E(B n ) c . Now, let {e 1 , . . . , e m } be a connected component in the random graph G 1/2,t (U ) (it is also finite because P (e i ∈ G 1/2,t (U )) 1 2 , ∀i), such that U (e 1 ) < U (e 2 ) < · · · < U (e m ). To prove that Equation (23) holds for the edge e i , we proceed as in the preceeding induction step using the fact that Equation (23) holds for {e 1 , . . . , e i−1 } ∪ G 1/2,t (U ).
This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.
The next proposition excludes the case N t = ∞.
The idea is to use an improvement of the Burton-Keane's technique [7] that can be found in Section 7.3 of [17] or originally in [5] , but note that the distribution of ω t is not insertion tolerant (positive finite energy in the sense of [8] ).
Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose, by contradiction, that the event {N t = ∞} has probability one. We modify slightly the previous definition of A t n . Define the following sets of random times A t n := {U ∈ [0, 1] E ; at least three infinite clusters in ω t (U ) intersect B n }, the sets B t n , C δ,n , E n,δ,A and H t n,A are defined like in Proposition 4,D t n,A := A t n ∩ B t n ∩ H t n,A andF n,δ,A := E n,δ,A × Π E(Bn) c (C t n,A ∩D δ,n ). Like in Proposition 4 there exists A ⊂ B n,n+1 , such that for any n large enough and δ close to zero, it holds that P (F n,δ,A ) > 0.
Observe that for any U ∈F n,δ,A , the configuration ω t (U ) has a cluster with at least three ends (the number of ends is the supremum, over all finite subsets K of E, of the number of infinite connected compounds of ω t (U )/K), the cluster of any vertex in ∂B n has this property.
The fact P (F n,δ,A ) > 0 ensures that we are under the hypothesis of Lemma 7.7 of [17] . Therefore, there is (on a larger probability space) a random forest F ⊂ ω t (U ) such that (a) the distribution of the pair (ω t (U ), F) is translation-invariant; (b) the set of forests F that has a component with at least three ends has positive probability.
Let P t be the distribution of the pair (ω t (U ), F) and E t your respective expectation.
A vertex v is a furcation of a configuration ω if closing all edges incident to v, the cluster of v splits in at least three infinite clusters.
Let X be set of the furcations of F. By (b), it holds that P t (v ∈ X) > 0 for any v ∈ B n . By translation invariance, we have that
It is well known that #(∂B n ) #(B n ∩ X), taking the expectation and using Equation 28, we obtain that L d is not amenable, a contradiction. This concludes the proof of this proposition.
Combining Propositions 4 and 5, the proof of Theorem 2 is concluded.
Constrained-degree percolation model on regular trees
For all d ∈ N, we denote [d] = {1, . . . , d}, and define the set
where [d] 0 is understood to consist of a single point o, the root of the tree. Points of [d] n are represented as x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), for a ∈ [d], we define the concatenation x · a = (x 1 , . . . , x n , a). The regular d-ary tree is the graph
Observe that exactly the same proof of Proposition 1 works for the Constrained-degree percolation model on T d . Thus, we have the following statement: Proposition 6. For the Constrained-degree percolation model on the regular d-ary tree T d , d 2, it holds that θ T d ,(2) (t) = 0, ∀t ∈ [0, 1].
The next result shows that, with the restriction k v = 3, ∀v ∈ T d , there is percolation on T d . Proof. There is nothing to do when d = 2. Given the sequence of uniform random times U ∈ [0, 1] E d , let F = F(U ) be the random forest F = (V d , E(F)) where E(F) = {e = x, x · a ∈ E d ; #{b ∈ [d]\{a}; U (e) > U ( x, x · b )} 1}.
In words, e ∈ E(F) if e has at most one brother whose clocks ring before U (e). Note that F is a collection of binary trees, let T be the one that contains the origin.
Given any bond e = x, x · a ∈ E(T ), we declare this bond e as red if #{b ∈ [d]; U (e) > U ( x · a, x · a · b )} 2.
That is, e ∈ E(T ) is red if and only if e has at most two sons in T d whose clocks ring before U (e). Note that if e is red then e will open at time U e in the Constrained-degree percolation model with k = 3. Thus to conclude this proof, it is enough to prove that there is percolation of red bonds on T .
Let e (1) n = x, x·a , e (2) n = x, x·b ∈ E(T ) be the bonds of n-th generation of T , i.e. x ∈ [d] n−1 and a, b ∈ [d], with U (e n 1 ) < U (e n 2 ).
Given e ∈ E(T ), it holds that P(e is red) = P(e is red, e = e (1) n ) + P(e is red, e = e (2) n ) = 1 2 P(e is red|e = e (1) n ) + 1 2 P(e is red|e = e (2) n )
Now, observe that P(e is red|e = e Combining the equations above with (29), a simple calculation shows that P(e is red) > 1 2 . Since T is a binary tree, the red edges have the distribution of a supercritical branching processes. This yields percolation of red bonds on T .
